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ABSTRACT
Water photolysis and hydrogen loss from the upper atmospheres of terrestrial
planets is of fundamental importance to climate evolution but remains poorly
understood in general. Here we present a range of calculations we performed to
study the dependence of water loss rates from terrestrial planets on a range of
atmospheric and external parameters. We show that CO2 can only cause sig-
nificant water loss by increasing surface temperatures over a narrow range of
conditions, with cooling of the middle and upper atmosphere acting as a bottle-
neck on escape in other circumstances. Around G-stars, efficient loss only occurs
on planets with intermediate CO2 atmospheric partial pressures (0.1 to 1 bar)
that receive a net flux close to the critical runaway greenhouse limit. Because
G-star total luminosity increases with time but XUV/UV luminosity decreases,
this places strong limits on water loss for planets like Earth. In contrast, for a
CO2-rich early Venus, diffusion limits on water loss are only important if clouds
caused strong cooling, implying that scenarios where the planet never had surface
liquid water are indeed plausible. Around M-stars, water loss is primarily a func-
tion of orbital distance, with planets that absorb less flux than ∼ 270 W m−2
(global mean) unlikely to lose more than one Earth ocean of H2O over their
lifetimes unless they lose all their atmospheric N2/CO2 early on. Because of
the variability of H2O delivery during accretion, our results suggest that many
‘Earth-like’ exoplanets in the habitable zone may have ocean-covered surfaces,
stable CO2/H2O-rich atmospheres, and high mean surface temperatures.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the factors that control the water inventories of rocky planets is a key
challenge in planetary physics. In the inner Solar System, surface water inventories currently
vary widely: Mars has an estimated 7-20 metres global average H2O as ice in its polar caps
(Morschhauser et al. 2011), Earth has ∼ 2.5 km average H2O as liquid oceans and polar ice
caps, and Venus has only a small quantity (< 0.2 m global average) in its atmosphere and
an entirely dry surface (Chassefie`re et al. 2012). Clearly, these gross differences are due to
some combination of variations in the initial inventories and subsequent evolution.
Water is important on Earth most obviously because it is essential to all life, but major
uncertainties remain regarding how it was delivered, how it is partitioned between the surface
and mantle, and how much has escaped to space over time (Kasting and Pollack 1983;
Hirschmann 2006; Pope et al. 2012). Estimating the initial inventory is difficult because
water delivery to planetesimals in the inner Solar System during accretion was a stochastic
process (Raymond et al. 2006; O’Brien et al. 2006). However, it appears most likely that
Earth’s initial water endowment was greater than that of Venus by a factor ∼ 3 or more.
On Venus, surface liquid water may have been present early on but later lost during
a H2O runaway or moist stratosphere
1 phase. In this scenario, large amounts of water
would have been dissociated in the high atmosphere by extreme and far ultraviolet (XUV,
FUV) photolysis, leading to irreversible hydrogen escape and oxidation of the crust and
atmosphere (Kombayashi 1967; Ingersoll 1969; Kasting 1988; Chassefie`re 1996). The high
ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in the present-day Venusian atmosphere [∼120 times that on
Earth; de Bergh et al. (1991)] strongly suggests there was once more water present on the
planet, but estimating the size and longevity of the early H2O inventory directly from isotope
data is difficult (Selsis et al. 2007). It has also been argued based on Ne and Ar isotope
data that Venus was never water-rich, and has had high atmospheric CO2 levels since shortly
after its formation due to rapid early H2O loss followed by mantle crystallization (Gillmann
et al. 2009; Chassefie`re et al. 2012).
For planets with climates that are not yet in a runaway state, the rate of water loss
is constrained by the supply of H2O to the high atmosphere. A key factor in this is the
temperature of the coldest region of the atmosphere or cold trap, which limits the local
H2O mixing ratio by condensation. When cold trap temperatures are low, the bottleneck in
water loss becomes diffusion of H2O through the homopause, rather than the rate of H2O
1We prefer the term ‘moist stratosphere’ to the more commonly used ‘moist greenhouse’ because Earth
today is a planet where the greenhouse effect is dominated by water vapour.
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photolysis or hydrogen escape to space (Fig. 1).
The extent to which the cold trap limits water loss strongly depends on the amount of
CO2 in the atmosphere. First, CO2 affects the total water content of the atmosphere because
it increases surface temperatures by the greenhouse effect. However, the strength of its 15
and 4.3 µm bands allows efficient cooling to space even at low pressures, so it also plays a
key role in determining the cold trap temperature (Pierrehumbert 2010). Finally, CO2 can
also directly limit the escape of hydrogen in the highest part of the atmosphere, because its
effectiveness as an emitter of thermal radiation in the IR means it can ‘scavenge’ energy that
would otherwise be used to power hydrogen escape (Kulikov et al. 2006; Tian et al. 2009).
The history of water on terrestrial planets should therefore be intimately related to that of
carbon dioxide.
On Earth, it is generally believed that atmospheric CO2 levels are governed by the
crustal carbonate-silicate cycle on geological timescales: increased surface temperatures
cause increased rock weathering rates, which increases the rate of carbonate formation,
in turn decreasing atmospheric CO2 and hence surface temperature (Walker et al. 1981).
Nonetheless, observational studies of silicate weathering rates present a mixed picture. While
silicate cation fluxes in some regions of the Earth (particularly alpine and submontane
catchments) are temperature-limited, in other regions (e.g., continental cratons) the rate
of physical erosion appears to be the limiting factor (West et al. 2005). The picture is also
complicated by basalt carbonization on the seafloor (seafloor weathering). This process is a
net sink of atmospheric CO2, but its rate is uncertain and probably only weakly dependent
on surface temperature (Caldeira 1995; Sleep and Zahnle 2001; Le Hir et al. 2008).
An accurate understanding of the role of CO2 in the evolution of planetary water inven-
tories will also be important for interpreting future observations of terrestrial2 exoplanets.
Because of the diversity of planetary formation histories, it is likely that many terrestrial
exoplanets will form with much more H2O than Earth possesses. Depending on the efficiency
of processes that partition water between the surface and mantle, many such planets would
then be expected to have deep oceans, with little or no rock exposed to the atmosphere
(Kite et al. 2009; Elkins-Tanton 2011). Given an Earth/Venus-like total CO2 inventory,
these waterworlds3 could be expected to have much higher atmospheric CO2 than Earth
2Throughout this article, we use the term ‘terrestrial’ to refer to planets of approximate Earth mass
(0.1-10 mE) that receive a stellar flux somewhere between that of Venus and Mars and have atmospheres
dominated by elements heavier than H and He.
3Here we use the term ‘waterworld’ for a body with enough surface liquid water to prevent subaerial land,
but not so much H2O as to inhibit volatile outgassing [see e.g., Kite et al. (2009); Elkins-Tanton (2011)],
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today due to inhibition of the land carbonate-silicate cycle. Abbot et al. (2012) suggested
that waterworlds might undergo ‘self-arrest’, because if large amounts of CO2 were in their
atmospheres, they could enter a moist stratosphere state, leading to irreversible water loss
via hydrogen escape until surface land became exposed. However, they neglected the effects
of CO2 on the middle and upper atmosphere in their analysis.
Even for planets that do have exposed land at the surface, there is currently little
consensus as to the extent to which the carbonate-silicate cycle will resemble that on Earth.
Some studies have argued that plate tectonics becomes inevitable as a planet’s mass increase,
suggesting that in many cases the cycling of CO2 between the crust and mantle, and hence
temperature regulation, will be efficient (Valencia et al. 2007). However, other models have
suggested that super-Earths may mainly exist in a stagnant-lid regime (O’Neill and Lenardic
2007), or that the initial conditions may dominate subsequent mantle evolution (Lenardic and
Crowley 2012). Fascinatingly, some recent work has suggested that the abundance of water
in the mantle may be more important to geodynamics than the planetary mass (Korenaga
2010; O’Rourke and Korenaga 2012). Finally, even in the absence of other variations, tidally
locked planets around M-stars should have very different carbon cycles from Earth due to
the concentration of all incoming stellar flux on the permanent day side (Kite et al. 2011;
Edson et al. 2012).
In light of all these uncertainties, it seemed clear to us that the role of atmospheric CO2
in evolution of the water inventory deserved to be studied independently of the surface aspects
of the problem. To this end, we have performed iterative radiative-convective calculations of
the cold-trap temperature and escape calculations that include the scavenging of UV energy
by NLTE CO2 cooling, in order to estimate the role of CO2 in water loss via photolysis
for a wide range of planetary parameters. Some previous runaway greenhouse calculations
tackled the climate aspects of this problem for the early Earth (Kasting and Ackerman
1986; Kasting 1988) but assumed a fixed stratospheric temperature. One very recent study,
Zsom et al. (2013), did perform some calculations where the stratospheric temperature was
varied, but only in the limited context of investigating the habitability of dry ‘Dune’ planets
with low H2O inventories orbiting close to their host stars, following Abe et al. (2011)
and Leconte et al. (2013). An additional motivation for our work was understanding how
shortwave absorption affects the atmospheric temperature structure close to the runaway
limit. Previous radiative-convective work on this issue simply assumed a moist adiabatic
temperature structure in the low atmosphere.
following Abbot et al. (2012). We use the term ‘ocean planet’ for any planet covered globally by liquid H2O,
without any constraint on the total water volume (Le´ger et al. 2004; Fu et al. 2010).
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First, we calculate stratospheric saturation using a standard approach with fixed strato-
spheric temperature and explain the fundamental behaviour of the system via a scale anal-
ysis. We then use an iterative procedure to calculate equilibrium temperature and water
vapour profiles self-consistently. We show that in certain circumstances, strong temperature
inversions may occur in the low atmosphere due to absorption of incoming stellar radiation,
which may have important implications for the nature of the runaway greenhouse in general.
Taking conservative upper limits on stratospheric H2O levels, we combine the resulting cold-
trap H2O diffusion limits with energy-balance escape calculations to estimate the maximum
water loss rates as a function of time and atmospheric CO2 content for planets around G- and
M-class stars. We then estimate the sensitivity of our conclusions to cloud radiative forcing
effects, atmospheric N2 content, surface gravity, and the early impactor flux. In Section 2
we describe our method, in Section 3 we present our results, and in Section 4 we discuss
the implications for Earth, early Venus, and the evolution and habitability of terrestrial
exoplanets.
2. Method
We perform radiative-convective and escape calculations in 1D, with the implicit (and
standard) assumption that heat and humidity redistribution across the planet’s surface is
efficient and hence a 1D column can be used to represent the entire planet. The uncertainties
introduced by this approach are discussed in Section 4. Generally, we assume an N2-H2O-CO2
atmosphere with present-day Earth gravity and atmospheric nitrogen inventory, although we
also performed simulations where these assumptions were relaxed. See Table 1 for a summary
of the basic parameters used in the model.
2.1. Thermodynamics
The expression used for the moist adiabat is central to any radiative-convective calcula-
tion close to the runaway greenhouse limit. To calculate the saturation vapour pressure and
vaporization latent heat of water as a function of pressure, we used the NBS/NRC steam
tables (Haar et al. 1984; Marcq 2012). We used data from Lide (2000) to calculate analytical
expressions for the variation of constant-pressure specific heat capacity cp,i by species i as a
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function of temperature
c
p,N2 = 1018.7 + 0.078T J kg
−1 K−1 (1)
c
p,CO2 = 574.8 + 0.875T J kg
−1 K−1 (2)
c
p,H2O = 1867.1− 0.258T + 8.502× 10−4T 2 J kg−1 K−1, (3)
based on a least-squares fit of data between 175 and 600 K. The non-condensible specific
heat capacity cp,n was then calculated as a linear combination of cp,N2 and cp,CO2 weighted
by volume mixing ratio. The total cp, which was calculated with cp,H2O included, was used
to calculate radiative heating rates, and the dry adiabat in convective atmospheric regions
where H2O was not condensing.
We related pressure and temperature as
d ln p
d ln T
=
pv
p
d ln pv
d ln T
+
pn
p
(
1 +
d ln ρv
d ln T
− d ln αv
d ln T
)
(4)
with pn and pv the partial pressures of the non-condensible and condensible components,
respectively, following Kasting (1988). The density ratio αv ≡ ρv/ρn was related to temper-
ature in the standard way
d ln αv
d ln T
=
Rn
d ln ρv
d ln T
− cV,n − αv dsvd ln T
αvL
T
+Rn
, (5)
with L the latent heat, sv the entropy of vaporization and cV,n, Rn the constant-volume
specific heat capacity and specific gas constant, respectively, for the non-condensing com-
ponent. Although (4) and (5) are usually claimed to apply to cases where the condensible
component behaves as a non-ideal gas, the starting point for the derivation of (4) is Dalton’s
Law, p = pn+pv [Eqn. (A1) in Kasting (1988)], which itself requires the implicit assumption
that both gases in the mixture are ideal4. A self-consistent derivation of the moist adiabat
for a non-ideal condensate would require a non-ideal gas equation for high density N2/CO2
and H2O mixtures. Rather than attempting this in our analysis, we simply treated all gases
as ideal, with the exception that we allowed the values of cp (N2, CO2 and H2O) and L
(H2O only) to vary with temperature and pressure. In Section 3, we demonstrate that this
approximation is unlikely to result in significant errors in our results.
In most simulations, the total mass of N2 in the atmosphere was fixed, the volume
mixing ratio of CO2 vs. N2 was varied, and the H2O mixing ratio as a function of pressure
4It is always true for the total number density that n = nn + nv, but to relate this to pressure, the ideal
gas law is required.
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calculated from (5). Because the relationship between the mass column and surface pressure
of a given species depends on the local mean molar mass of the atmosphere µ, for a given
surface temperature it was necessary to find the correct surface partial pressure of N2 via an
iteration procedure at the start of each calculation.
2.2. Radiative transfer
For the radiative transfer, a two-stream scheme (Toon et al. 1989) combined with the
correlated-k method for calculation of gaseous absorption coefficients was used as in previ-
ous studies (Wordsworth et al. 2010b; Wordsworth 2012). The HITRAN 2008 database was
used to compute high-resolution CO2 and H2O absorption spectra from 10 to 50,000 cm
−1
using the open-source software kspectrum5. Kspectrum computes spectral line shapes us-
ing the Voigt profile, which incorporates both Lorentzian pressure broadening and Doppler
broadening. The latter effect is important at low pressures and high wavenumbers, and
must be taken into account for accurate computation of shortwave heating in the high at-
mosphere. We produced data on a 14 × 8 × 12 temperature, pressure and H2O volume
mixing ratio grid of values T = {100, 150, . . . , 750} K, p = {10−2, 10−1, . . . , 105} mbar and
qH2O = {0, 10−7, 10−6, . . . , 10−1, 0.9, 0.99, 0.999, 1.0}, respectively.
One difficulty in radiative calculations involving high CO2 and H2O is that foreign
broadening coefficients in most databases are given with (Earth) air as the background gas.
CO2-H2O line-broadening coefficients do not exist for most spectral lines, and experimental
studies have shown that simple scaling of air broadening coefficients is generally too inaccu-
rate to be useful (Brown et al. 2007). To get around this problem, we used the self-broadening
coefficients of CO2 and H2O to account for interactions between the gases. This seemed more
reasonable than assuming air broadening throughout, because the self-broadening coefficients
of both gases are generally greater. The error this introduces in our results is likely to be
small compared to larger uncertainties due to e.g., cloud radiative effects (see Section 3.4).
The water vapour continuum was included using the formula in Pierrehumbert (2010,
pp. 260-261), which itself is based on the MT CKD scheme (Clough et al. 1989). This scheme
includes terms for the self and foreign continua of H2O. The latter is calculated for H2O in
terrestrial air and hence may be slightly different at high CO2 levels. However, this is unlikely
to affect our results, because the H2O self-continuum dominates the foreign continuum at all
wavelengths (Pierrehumbert 2010). For CO2 CIA, the ‘GBB’ parameterization described in
Wordsworth et al. (2010a) was used (Gruszka and Borysow 1997; Baranov et al. 2004). Even
5https://code.google.com/p/kspectrum/.
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for moderate surface temperatures, the absorption in the regions where CO2 CIA absorption
is strong (0-300 cm−1 and 1200-1500 cm−1) was dominated by water vapour, so its accuracy
was not of critical importance to our results.
Rayleigh scattering coefficients for H2O, CO2 and N2 were calculated using the refrac-
tive indices from Pierrehumbert (2010, p. 332), and the total scattering cross-section in
each model layer was calculated accounting for variation of the atmospheric composition
with height. We considered including the wavelength dependence of the refractive index,
as in von Paris et al. (2010), but existing data appear to have been calculated for present-
day Earth conditions only and therefore would have added little additional accuracy. The
solar spectrum used was derived from the VPL database (Segura et al. 2003). For the
M-star calculations we used the AD Leo spectrum, as in previous studies (Segura et al.
2003; Wordsworth et al. 2010b). In the main calculations, we neglected the radiative effects
of clouds and tuned the surface albedo As to a value (0.23) that allowed us to reproduce
present-day Earth temperatures with present-day CO2 levels. We explore the sensitivity
of our results to clouds in Section 3.4. For these calculations, Mie scattering theory was
used to compute water cloud optical properties, as in Wordsworth et al. (2010b). XUV
and UV heating was unimportant to the overall radiative budget of the middle and lower
atmosphere even under elevated flux conditions, and hence was only taken into account in
the upper-atmosphere escape calculations (next section).
Eighty vertical levels were used, with even spacing in log pressure coordinates between
psurf and ptop = 2 Pa. In the main simulations, where the stratospheric temperature was not
fixed, atmospheric temperatures followed the moist adiabat until radiative heating exceeded
cooling, after which temperatures were iterated to local radiative equilibrium (see Section
3.2 for details). To find global equilibrium solutions [i.e., outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
− absorbed stellar radiation (ASR) = 0], we initially considered using a standard iteration
of the type Tsurf → Tsurf + conv ASR−OLRσT 3rad ,with Trad = (OLR/σ)
1/4. However, we found
several situations where multiple solutions for Tsurf and T (p) were possible for the same
stellar forcing, due essentially to the fact that CO2 and H2O both have shortwave and
longwave effects (see Section 3.2). We therefore performed simulations over a range of Tsurf
values for every simulation, calculated the radiative balance in each case, and then found the
equilibrium solution(s) by linear interpolation. While slightly less accurate than an iterative
procedure, this approach allowed us much greater control over and insight into the model
solutions.
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2.3. Evolution of atmospheric composition
To relate our estimates of upper atmosphere H2O mixing ratio to the total water loss
across a planet’s lifetime, we coupled our radiative-convective calculations to an energy-
balance model of atmospheric escape. We chose not simply to refer to existing results from
the literature, because we wanted to constrain escape over a wide range of atmospheric and
planetary parameters. To get an upper limit on the escape rate of atomic hydrogen, we
considered various constraints, starting with the diffusion limit due to the cold trap.
In the diffusion-limited case, the escape rate of hydrogen from the atmosphere is esti-
mated as
Φdiff = bH2O,nfH2O
(
H−1n −H−1H2O
)
(6)
where fH2O is the H2O volume mixing ratio and HH2O is the scale height of H2O at the
homopause. We assume that H2O diffuses and not H2 or H, because most photolysis occurs
well above the cold trap6. Hn is the scale height of the non-condensible mixture (N2 and
CO2), and bH2O,n is the binary diffusion parameter for H2O and N2/CO2 such that
bH2O,n =
bH2O,CO2pCO2 + bH2O,airpN2
pCO2 + pN2
(7)
with pN2 (pCO2) the N2 (CO2) partial pressure and bH2O,CO2 and bH2O,air calculated using the
data given in Marrero and Mason (1972). The scale heights HH2O and Hn were calculated
using the cold-trap temperature, which was defined as the minimum temperature in the
atmosphere (see Section 3). The diffusion rate in molecules cm−2 s−1 was converted to
Earth oceans per Gy assuming total loss of hydrogen and a present-day ocean H2O content
of 7.6× 1022 moles.
Table 1: Parameters used in the simulations. Standard values are shown in bold.
Parameter Values
Stellar zenith angle [degrees] θz 60.0
Moist adiabat relative humidity RH 1.0
Atmospheric nitrogen inventory MN2 [kg m
−2] 7.8× 103, 3.9× 104
Surface albedo As 0.23
Surface gravity g [m s−2] 9.81, 25.0
6Calculation of the H2O photodissociation rate J[H2O] from the absorption cross-section data (see Fig. 12)
in a representative atmosphere shows rapid decline to low values below a few Pa. This can be compared
with typical cold-trap pressures of 100-1000 Pa.
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While our focus was on estimating diffusion limits due to the CO2 cold-trap, we also
performed hydrogen escape rate calculations for the situation where fH2O approached unity
in the upper atmosphere. We investigated limitations due to both the total photolysis rate
and the net supply of energy to the upper atmosphere. For the latter, we assumed that the
energy balance in the upper atmosphere could be written as
FUV = FIR + Fesc, (8)
where FUV is the ultraviolet (XUV and FUV) energy input from the star, FIR is the cooling
to space due to infrared emission, and Fesc is the energy carried away by escaping hydrogen
atoms created by the photolysis of H2O. Because of the efficiency of H2O and H2 photolysis,
H dominates H2 as the escaping species unless the deep atmosphere is reducing, which we
assume is not the case here. On a planet with a hydrogen envelope or significant H2 out-
gassing, H2O photolysis rates would be lower than those we calculate here. For simplicity,
we also assume that removal of the excess oxygen from H2O photolysis at the surface is
efficient. This is a standard, if somewhat poorly constrained assumption (Kasting and Pol-
lack 1983; Chassefie`re et al. 2012). Increased O2 could warm the atmosphere by increasing
UV absorption, depending on the level of shielding by H2O. However, O2 can oxidize H
before it escapes, and higher levels of atomic oxygen tend to enhance NLTE CO2 cooling
(Lo´pez-Puertas and Taylor 2001). Hence it is unclear how this would affect H escape rates
without detailed calculations including photochemistry, which we do not attempt here. We
also neglect the possibility of removal of heavier gases such as CO2 and N2 via XUV heating.
This should be a reasonable assumption for all but the most extreme XUV conditions [Tian
(2009), for example, finds that CO2-rich super-Earth atmospheres should be stable for stellar
XUV flux ratios below FXUV /F ∼ 0.01]. Depending on stellar activity and the strength of
the planet’s magnetic field, coronal mass ejection from highly active young stars may also
erode substantial quantities of heavy gases from planetary atmospheres (Khodachenko et al.
2007; Lammer et al. 2007; Lichtenegger et al. 2010). The situation is likely to be most severe
for lower mass planets around M-stars, which can lose large amounts of CO2 and N2 if their
magnetic moments are weak. In the rest of the paper, we concentrate on hydrogen escape,
but we note that in the case of planets in close orbits around M-stars, in particular, our
results are contingent on the presence of a sufficiently strong magnetic field to guard against
direct loss of the primary atmospheric component.
For FUV , between 10 and 120 nm we used the present-day ‘medium-activity’ spectrum
from Thuillier et al. (2004). This was convolved with wavelength-dependent expressions for
evolution of the solar (G-class) XUV flux with time provided in Ribas et al. (2005), with
separate treatment for the Lyman-α peak at 121 nm. Between 120 and 160 nm, a best guess
for the UV evolution was used based on Ribas et al. (2010) that yielded an increase to 3×
the present-day level 3.8 Ga. Above 160 nm, we conservatively assumed no change in the UV
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flux with time. For M-stars, which have inherently more variable XUV emission, we did not
attempt to model time evolution, instead using a representative spectrum from a moderately
active nearby M3 dwarf (GJ 436). For this we used a synthetic combined XUV/UV spectrum
provided to us by Kevin France (France et al. 2013). The XUV portion of this spectrum
was normalized using C-III and Lyman-β lines (Kevin France, private comm.). In both
cases the incoming flux was divided by 4 to account for averaging across the planet, and
the contribution of the atmosphere to the planet’s cross-sectional area was neglected. To
calculate absorption by N2, CO2 and H2O and to estimate the H2O photolysis rate, we used
N2 and CO2 cross-section data from Chan et al. (1993b) and Stark et al. (1992), H2O cross-
section data from Chan et al. (1993a), Fillion et al. (2004) and Mota et al. (2005), and H2O
quantum yields from Huebner et al. (1992).
To calculate the infrared cooling term FIR, we used the NLTE ‘cool-to-space’ approxima-
tion as in Kasting and Pollack (1983). This parameterizes the net volume heating (cooling)
rate due to photon emission in the 15 µm band as
qCO2 = n1A10∆E1010, (9)
where A10 is the estimated spontaneous emission coefficient for the band,
10 =
1
1 + τ
√
2pi ln(2.13 + τ 2)
(10)
is the estimated photon escape probability, τ = NCO2/10
17 molec. cm−2, NCO2 is the CO2
column density above a given atmospheric level, n1 is the population of the 1st excited
state and ∆E10 is the energy difference of the ground and excited states. (9) was integrated
numerically over several CO2 scale heights to yield the cooling rate per unit area. Only
cooling by the 15 µm band of CO2 was taken into account. Inclusion of cooling by other
CO2 bands or by H2O would have increased our estimate of the IR cooling efficiency and
hence decreased our estimates of total water loss in the saturated upper atmosphere limit.
Finally, to find a unique solution to (8), it was necessary to estimate the escape flux Fesc
as a function of the temperature at the base of the escaping region, Tbase. For this, we made
use of the fact that the escaping form of hydrogen from an atmosphere undergoing water loss
should be atomic H, not H2. Atomic hydrogen absorbs hard XUV radiation by ionization
at wavelengths below 91 nm with an ionization heating efficiency of 0.15-0.3 (Chassefie`re
1996; Murray-Clay et al. 2009), and has a low collision cross-section, leading to high thermal
conductivity (Pierrehumbert 2010). To calculate an upper limit on H escape below the
adiabatic blowoff temperature, we assumed a predominantly isothermal flow, with direct
XUV-powered escape supplemented by the thermal energy of the H2O and CO2 molecules
in the lower atmosphere. For the latter component, we used an analytical expression for the
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escape flux as a function of Tbase based on the Lambert W function (Cranmer 2004)
φhydro = nbcs
√
−W0[−f(rb/rc)] (11)
with r radius,
f(x) = x−4exp
[
4
(
1− 1
x
)
− 1
]
, (12)
rc = GMp/(2c
2
s) the radius at the transonic point, G the gravitational constant, Mp the
planetary mass, cs =
√
γHRHTbase the isothermal sound speed, γH and RH the adiabatic
index and specific gas constant for atomic hydrogen, and rb and nb the radius and density
of the base region. We took Mp = ME (Earth mass) in most cases and assumed nb to be
the total density at the homopause. In highly irradiated atmospheres, heating can increase
the planetary cross-section in the XUV and hence the total amount of radiation absorbed.
We crudely account for this effect here by assuming a radius rXUV = 1.3rE for absorption
of XUV by H ionization (with rE Earth’s radius). Reference to calculations that account
for this effect shows that this is a reasonable assumption for a wide range of XUV forcing
values (see e.g., Figs. 3 and 5 of Erkaev et al. (2013)). The assumption that nb is the total
homopause density overestimates the hydrogen density and hence the total escape rate, but
the error due to this is reduced by the fact that the hydrogen scale height is a factor of 18 (44)
larger than that of H2O (CO2). As a result, an escaping upper layer of atomic hydrogen may
remain in thermal contact with the heavier gases below but decrease in density relatively
slowly. We also neglect hydrodynamic drag of these gases on the hydrogen, which again
leads us to overestimate escape rates when the incoming UV flux is high.
Finally, to couple the climate and loss rate calculations in time, it was necessary to
incorporate the evolution of total stellar luminosity. For this, we assumed no variation for
M-stars (constant L = 0.025L), and evolution for G-stars according to the expression
F = F0
(
1 +
2
5
(1− t/t0)
)−1
(13)
given in Gough (1981), with F0 the present day solar flux and t0 = 4.57 Gy.
3. Results
3.1. Variation of OLR and albedo with surface temperature and CO2 mixing
ratio
We first compared the results of our model with the classical runaway greenhouse calcu-
lations of Kasting (1988). For this we assumed 1 bar of N2 as the background incondensible
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gas and a constant stratospheric temperature of 200 K. Figure 2 shows the temperature
profiles and H2O volume mixing ratios obtained. The results are almost identical to those
in Kasting (1988), demonstrating that the inclusion of the non-ideality terms discussed in
Section 2 makes little difference to the results for this range of surface pressures. Computing
the outgoing longwave radiation for this set of profiles, we found a peak of 296 W m−2,
compared with ∼ 310 W m−2 in Kasting (1988) (results not shown). This is close to the
value reported in Pierrehumbert (2010), which is unsurprising because the H2O continuum
dominates the OLR in the runaway limit.7.
Next, we calculated the OLR and albedo vs. surface temperature for a range of CO2 dry
volume mixing ratios. Figure 3 shows a) the OLR and b,c) albedo for G- and M-star spectra,
respectively, assuming Earth’s gravity and present-day atmospheric nitrogen inventory. For
intermediate surface temperatures, carbon dioxide reduces the OLR, but by Tsurf ∼ 500 K,
the runaway limit is approached by all cases except the 98% CO2/2% N2 atmosphere. At
high temperatures, the limiting OLR varies between 285.5 W m−2 (100 dry ppm CO2) and
282.5 W m−2 (50% dry CO2). This is in close agreement with the line-by-line calculations
of Goldblatt et al. (2013); use of the HITEMP 2010 database for H2O would probably have
resulted in a reduction in our limiting OLR by a few W m−2.
CO2 also has a important effect on the planetary albedo, particularly in the G-star case,
with a stronger influence at higher temperatures than for the OLR. This can be explained
by the fact that all the atmospheres are more opaque in the infrared than in the visible, so
CO2 continues to affect the visible albedo even at high temperatures, when the H2O column
amount becomes extremely high.
Our planetary albedo values are systematically lower than those in Kasting (1988),
as was also found by Kopparapu et al. (2013) in their recent (cloud-free) revision of the
inner edge of the habitable zone. This is caused by atmospheric absorption of H2O in
the visible, due to vibrational-rotational bands that were poorly constrained when the
radiative-convective calculations in Kasting (1988) were performed, but are included in the
HITRAN 2008 database (Rothman et al. 2009). The effects of this absorption beyond simple
changes in the planetary albedo are discussed in detail in the next section.
7Note that in Kopparapu et al. (2013), it is stated that differences between the BPS and CKD continuua
(Shine et al. 2012; Clough et al. 1989) can cause up to 12 W m−2 difference in the OLR in the runaway
limit. However, these authors later claim that their results closely correspond to Fig. 4.37 in Pierrehumbert
(2010), which was itself calculated using a continuum parameterization based on CKD. Alternatively, the
differences found vs. line-by-line results in Kopparapu et al. (2013) may be due to line shape assumptions
(R. Ramirez, private comm.). Nonetheless, a systematic intercomparison between the various continuum
schemes for H2O would probably be a useful future exercise.
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3.2. Shortwave absorption and low atmosphere temperature inversions
The absorption spectra of CO2 and H2O from the far-IR to 0.67 µ m are shown in Fig. 4
a). For comparison, blackbody curves at 400 and 5800 K are shown in Fig. 4 b). As can be
seen, the absorption bands of both gases extend well into the visible spectrum. As a result,
when a terrestrial planet’s atmospheric CO2 content is high, the amount of starlight reaching
the surface is greatly reduced. When the atmosphere is thick enough, this can qualitatively
change the net radiative heating profile in the atmosphere. In Fig. 5, the temperature profile,
radiative heating rates and flux gradients are plotted for a planet with Earth-like gravity
and atmospheric N2 inventory, CO2 dry volume mixing ratio of 0.7, Tsurf = 350 K and fixed
Tstrat = 200 K, irradiated by a G-class (Sun-like) star. As can be seen, the visible absorption
by CO2 and H2O is strong enough to cause net heating, rather than cooling, in the lower
atmosphere.
To examine the effect of this heating on the atmospheric temperature profiles, we ran the
radiative-convective model in time-stepping mode until a steady state was reached (Fig. 6).
In one simulation, we allowed the atmosphere to evolve freely (red line), while in another, we
forced the temperature profile to match the moist adiabat below 0.2 bar. For this example,
cloud effects were neglected in the calculation of the visible albedo. As can be seen, in
both iterative cases, CO2 cooling in the high atmosphere reduces stratospheric temperatures
to around 150 K, significantly decreasing fH2O there. This effect is discussed further in
the next section. In addition, in the freely iterative case, the low atmospheric absorption
causes a strong temperature inversion to form near the surface. Above the inversion region,
the atmosphere again becomes convectively unstable, following the dry adiabat as pressure
decreases until the air is once again fully saturated, after which the model returns the
temperature profile to the moist adiabat. The resulting reduction in surface temperature
and lowered relative humidity (RH) in the inversion layer causes fH2O to decrease slightly
more in the upper atmosphere compared to the case where the lower atmosphere was forced
to follow a moist adiabatic temperature profile.
We chose this high-CO2 example to give a clear demonstration of the phenomenon, but
this pattern of cooling in the mid-atmosphere but heating at depth should be an inevitable
feature of very moist atmospheres around main sequence stars. Because the H2O continuum
region between 750 and 1200 cm−1 (see Fig. 4) is the ultimate limiting factor on cooling
to space when H2O levels are high, the peak region of IR cooling becomes fixed around
0.1 bar (see Fig. 5) once the atmosphere is sufficiently moist. However, absorption by both
H2O and CO2 is weaker per unit mass in the shortwave than in the longwave, so most
stellar absorption must occur deep in the atmosphere, where the high IR opacity means that
radiative cooling rates are low. Low atmosphere heating is generally even stronger around
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M-stars than G-stars, because the red-shift in the stellar radiation increases absorption and
decreases the importance of Rayleigh scattering (e.g., Kasting et al. 1993; Wordsworth et al.
2010b).
Further understanding of the inversion behaviour can be gained by considering the
surface energy budget. Because some radiation still reaches the ground even at very high
CO2 levels, evaporation of H2O from the surface will still occur whenever a surface liquid
source is present. In fact, when the temperature of the low atmosphere is higher than that
of the ground, evaporation must increase, as evidenced by the equilibrium surface energy
equation
FL = F
sw
abs + cpρaCD‖va‖(Ta − Tsurf ) + σ
(
T 4a − T 4surf
)
. (14)
Here F swabs is the incident shortwave radiation from above absorbed by the surface, CD is a
drag coefficient and ρa, Ta and ‖va‖ are the atmospheric density, temperature, and mean
wind speed near the surface, and it is assumed that the lower atmosphere is optically thick
in the infrared. Clearly, FL, the latent heat flux due to evaporation, must be positive to
balance the right hand side if Ta > Tsurf . This immediately implies a net loss of mass from
the surface as liquid is converted to vapour.
In a steady state, the mass loss due to evaporation must be balanced by precipitation.
However, in the regions where the atmosphere undergoes net radiative heating, RH drops
below unity, so evaporation of precipitation should lead to a mass imbalance in the hydro-
logical cycle and hence a net increase in the atmospheric mass over time. If the atmosphere
were well-mixed everywhere, this process would continue until the temperature inversion was
removed and moist convection could presumably again occur in the low atmosphere.
In reality, the picture is more complex, because convective and boundary layer processes
lead to frequent situations where RH varies significantly even on small scales (Pierrehumbert
et al. 2007). The large-scale planetary circulation is also important: on the present-day
Earth, broad regions of downwelling in the descending branches of the Hadley cells have RH
well below 1.0. Interestingly, recent general circulation model (GCM) simulations of moist
atmospheres near the runaway limit have also shown evidence of temperature inversions,
although so far only for the special case of tidally locked planets around M-stars (Leconte
et al. 2013).
In the following analysis, to bracket the uncertainty in the results, we show cases where
the atmosphere was allowed to evolve freely alongside those where the atmosphere was
forced to follow the moist adiabat in the lower atmosphere. For the latter simulations,
we simply switched off shortwave heating deeper than a given pressure (here, 0.2 bar),
while still requiring balance between net outgoing and incoming radiation at the top of the
atmosphere in equilibrium. As will be seen, the surface temperatures and cold-trap H2O
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mixing ratios tended to be lower when the atmosphere evolved freely. The general issue of
atmospheric temperature inversions due to shortwave absorption in dense moist atmospheres
is something that we plan to investigate in more detail in future using a 3D model. It is likely
to be particularly important for planets around M-stars, which have elevated atmospheric
absorption due to their red-shifted stellar spectra.
3.3. Dependence of upper atmosphere H2O mixing ratio on CO2 levels
Before performing iterative calculations of the cold-trap temperature, we first calculated
the dependence of the upper atmospheric H2O mixing ratio on CO2 levels assuming a fixed
(high) stratospheric temperature of Tstrat = 200 K. This is close to the skin temperature for
Earth today: assuming an albedo of 0.3, Tskin = 2
−1/4 (OLR/σ)1/4 = 214 K. However, as
should be clear from the iterated profiles in Figure 6, it represents a considerable overestimate
when the main absorbing gas in the atmosphere is non-gray. As previously mentioned,
carbon dioxide is particularly effective at cooling the high atmosphere because its strong
15 µm absorption band remains opaque even at low pressures.
Figure 7a) (left) shows the surface temperature as a function of CO2 surface partial
pressure pCO2 , for a range of solar forcing values, assuming the planet is Earth and the star
is the Sun. When the incoming solar radiation was close to the runaway limit, multiple
equilibria were found for some pCO2 values. This was due to the varying behaviour of OLR
and albedo with temperature (see Fig. 8). In the following analysis, we take the hottest stable
solution whenever multiple equilibria are present, in keeping with our aim of a conservative
upper limit on stratospheric moistening.
Figure 7a) (right) shows the corresponding mixing ratio of H2O at the cold-trap f
trap
H2O
for the same range of cases, with the high Tsurf solution chosen when multiple equilibria
were present. As can be seen, increasing CO2 initially moistens the atmosphere at the
cold trap by increasing surface temperature. This effect continues until pCO2 ∼ 0.1 bar,
after which the cold-trap fraction of H2O declines again, despite the continued increase in
surface temperature. Deeper insight into this phenomenon can be gained by studying a
semi-analytical model. Equation (5) can be simplified in the ideal gas, constant L and cV,n
limit to
d ln αv
d T
=
(αv + ) /T − cp,n/L
αv +RnT/L
, (15)
assuming that the relationship between ρv and T is given by the Clausius-Clayperon equation.
Here  = mv/mn is the molar mass ratio of the condensing and non-condensing atmospheric
components. In the limit αv →∞, (15) is trivially integrated from the surface to cold trap
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to yield
αv,trap
αv,surf
∼ Ttrap
Tsurf
(16)
Conversely, in the limit αv → 0, (15) integrates to
αv,trap
αv,surf
∼ exp
[
+
L
Rv
(
T−1surf − T−1trap
)](Tsurf
Ttrap
)cp,n/Rn
. (17)
For temperature ranges and L, cp values appropriate to H2O condensation in an N2/CO2
atmosphere, the transition between these two limits occurs rapidly over a small range of αv
values. Figure 9 a) shows αv,trap as a function of αv,surf given Tsurf = 350 K and Ttrap = 150 K
in a pure N2 atmosphere. As can be seen, αv,trap only deviates from the lower and upper
limits in a relatively narrow region. With reference to (15), we can define a dimensionless
moist saturation number
M≡ ρv,surfL
ρn,surfcp,nTsurf
. (18)
based entirely on surface values. As Fig. 9 shows, the transition to a regime where the upper
atmosphere is moist occurs when M > 1. Equivalently, saturation of the upper atmosphere
becomes inevitable once the latent heat of the condensible component at the surface exceeds
the sensible heat of the non-condensing component. Because of the nonlinearity of the
transition between the two regimes, this general scaling analysis can still be used as a guide
even when Ttrap varies, although for quantitative estimates of αv,trap nearM = 1, numerical
calculations are required, as should be clear from Fig. 7.
Assuming a saturated moist adiabat, this definition ofM allows us to derive an expres-
sion for the rate at which Tsurf must increase with pCO2,surf in order for the upper atmosphere
to remain moist. Given
pn,surf = 
psat(Tsurf )
αv,surf
(19)
=
Lpsat(Tsurf )
cp,nTsurfM (20)
then
pn,surf (M = 1) = Lp0
cp,n
exp
[
− L
Rv
(
T−1surf − T−10
)]
Tsurf
(21)
and hence
pCO2,surf (M = 1) =
Lp0
cp,n
exp
[
− L
Rv
(
T−1surf − T−10
)]
Tsurf
− pN2,surf . (22)
The curve described by (21) is plotted in Fig. 10 alongside the actual increase of temperature
with pn,surf for a simulation with F = 0.9F0 and variable CO2, for comparison. When CO2
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is a minor component of the atmosphere, its greenhouse effect per unit mass is high, so
increasing its mixing ratio raises surface temperatures but barely affects pn,surf . However,
once CO2 is a major constituent, it begins to significantly contribute to pn,surf and hence to
the sensible heat content of the atmosphere. In addition, it begins to increases the planetary
albedo via Rayleigh scattering (Fig. 3b). Then, the increase of Tsurf with pn,surf is no longer
sufficient to allow the climate to cross over into the moist stratosphere regime, and the H2O
mixing ratio in the upper atmosphere again declines. We have focused here on CO2 and
H2O, but the analysis described is quite general and would apply to any situation where an
estimate of a condensible gases’ response to addition of a non-condensible greenhouse gas is
required.
Having established that we understand the fundamental behaviour of the model, we now
turn to the cases where some or all of the atmosphere is allowed to evolve freely. Fig. 7b)
shows the cases where the temperature profile was fixed to the moist adiabat below 0.2 bar
but allowed to evolve freely in the upper atmosphere. Broadly speaking, surface temperatures
are similar to the Tstrat = 200 K case. However, for low values of the stellar forcing F , f
trap
H2O
is
significantly lower, due to CO2 cooling in the upper atmosphere. The transition to a warm,
saturated stratosphere as F is increased is nonlinear and rapid, due to near-IR absorption
of incoming stellar radiation by H2O.
When low atmosphere inversions were permitted, the behaviour of the system was more
extreme. Fig. 7c) shows that in this case, Tsurf remains below 350 K for all values of pCO2
until the solar flux is high enough for a runaway greenhouse state to occur. After this, no
thermal equilibrium solutions were found for any Tsurf values between 250 and 500 K. As
might be expected, the values of f trapH2O were correspondingly low in the pre-runaway cases.
Temperature differences between the surface and warmest regions of the atmosphere reached
∼70 K in the most extreme scenarios (i.e., high pCO2 , high F ).
For the M-star case, we found broadly similar stratospheric moistening patterns as a
function of F . The transition to a moist stratosphere tended to occur at lower F values
due to the decreased planetary albedo and increased high atmosphere absorption of stellar
radiation, although trapping was effective at very high pCO2 levels. In addition, when lower
atmosphere temperature inversions were permitted, they were typically even stronger than
in the G-star case.
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3.4. Sensitivity of the results to cloud assumptions
Up to this point, we have entirely neglected the effects of clouds on the atmospheric
radiative budget. Clouds play a key role in the climates of Earth, past and present (Goldblatt
and Zahnle 2010; Hartmann et al. 1986) and Venus (Titov et al. 2007). However, their effects
are extremely hard to predict in general, due to continued uncertainty in microphysical
and small-scale convective processes. Here, to get a estimate of their effects on our main
conclusions, we performed a sensitivity study involving a single H2O cloud layer with 100%
coverage of the surface and an atmosphere with the same composition, temperature profile
and stellar forcing as in Fig. 6. CO2 clouds would not form in the atmospheres we are
discussing because the temperatures are too high to intersect the CO2 vapour-pressure curve
at any altitude.
As Fig. 14 shows, the net radiative forcing vs. the clear-sky case due to the presence of
clouds is negative over a wide range of conditions. Only high clouds have a significant effect
on the OLR, because at depth the longwave radiative budget is dominated by H2O and CO2
absorption at all wavelengths. However, high clouds are also more effective at increasing the
planetary albedo. To have a warming effect, high clouds must be composed of particles that
are large enough to effectively extinguish upwelling longwave radiation without significantly
increasing the albedo. While this is not inconceivable, the extent of such clouds is likely to be
limited due to the low residence times of larger cloud particles and lower rate of condensation
in the high atmosphere.
Hence adding a more realistic representation of clouds would most likely lower surface
temperatures compared to the clear-sky simulations we have discussed. This would cause
even lower predictions of the H2O mixing ratio at the cold trap, which is in keeping with our
aim of estimating the upper limit for water loss as a function of pCO2 . In this sense, our results
are in line with previous studies, particularly Kasting (1988), who also tested the effects of
clouds in their model and came to similar conclusions about their effect on climate. Some
improvement in cloud modeling can be provided by 3D planetary climate simulations (e.g.,
Wordsworth et al. 2011), which allows the effects of the large-scale dynamics to be taken into
account. However, fundamental assumptions on the nature of the cloud microphysics are still
necessary in any model. Hence studies that constrain cloud effects rather than predicting
them are likely by necessity to be the norm for some time to come.
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3.5. Effects of changing atmospheric nitrogen content
Because of the random nature of volatile delivery to planetary atmospheres during and
just after formation, it is also interesting to consider the variations in H2O loss rates that
occur when the N2 content of a planet varies. Like H2O and CO2, nitrogen affects the
radiative properties of the atmosphere, through collision broadening and collision-induced
absorption (CIA) in the infrared and Rayleigh scattering in the visible. These effects tend
to partially cancel out, with the result that the effect of doubling atmospheric N2 on Earth
is a small increase in surface temperature (Goldblatt et al. 2009). Hydrogen-nitrogen CIA
can cause efficient warming in cases when the hydrogen content of the atmosphere is greater
than a few percent (Wordsworth and Pierrehumbert 2013), but we will not consider such
scenarios further here.
When CO2 levels are high, N2 warming can be much more significant, because its ef-
fectiveness as a Rayleigh scatterer is less than that of CO2. Fig. 13 shows that a fivefold
increase in the atmospheric nitrogen inventory of an Earth-like planet can cause large surface
temperature increases at high pCO2 . Nonetheless, in terms of the cold-trap H2O mixing ratio,
the thermodynamic effects of N2 are most critical. As should be clear from (21), an increase
in the partial pressure of the non-condensible atmospheric component means a higher surface
temperature is required to keep f trapH2O at the same value. Fig. 13 shows that with 5× PAL
atmospheric N2, an Earth-like planet would have a significantly drier stratosphere despite
the increase in surface temperature for pCO2 >0.3 bar.
Conversely, if N2 levels are low, upper atmosphere saturation and hence water loss can
become extremely effective. In the limiting case where the N2 and CO2 content of the atmo-
sphere is zero, efficient (UV energy-limited) water loss occurs at any surface temperature.
Even an ice-covered planet with surface temperatures everywhere below zero could rapidly
dissociate water and lose hydrogen to space if the atmosphere was devoid of non-condensing
gases. Such a scenario would likely be short-lived on an Earth-like planet, because CO2
would quickly accumulate in its atmosphere due to volcanic outgassing. This would not be
the case if the planet’s composition was dominated by H2O, as in the ‘super-Europa’ scenar-
ios discussed in Pierrehumbert (2011). In this situation, however, there would be no obvious
sink for O2 generated by H2O photolysis, so an oxygen atmosphere would presumably accu-
mulate. This could eventually limit water loss by the cold-trap mechanism, although we note
that without CO2 cooling, an O2-dominated upper atmosphere could reach extremely high
temperatures. This issue has implications for the search for life on other planets, because
oxygen is frequently considered to be a biomarker gas (e.g., Selsis et al. 2002). We leave the
pursuit of this interesting problem for future research.
Finally, surface gravity affects stratospheric H2O mixing ratios in predictable ways.
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Increased g leads to higher pn,surf for a given atmospheric N2 inventory, reducing M and
hence stratospheric moistening for a given surface temperature. Note, however, that the
effect of this on water loss is partially mitigated by the fact that scale height decreases with
gravity, and hence diffusion-limited H2O loss rates increase [see (6)].
3.6. Water loss due to impacts
The final modifying effect we considered was heating due to meteorite impacts. Impacts
have been studied in the context of early Venus, Earth and Mars in terms of their potential to
cause heating and modification of the atmosphere and surface (Zahnle et al. 1988; Abramov
and Mojzsis 2009; Segura et al. 2008). Delivery of volatiles by impactors during the late
stages of planet formation is also of course a major determinant of a planet’s final water
inventory, as we discussed in the Introduction. Here, our aim is simply to estimate whether
impact heating could modify our conclusion that cold-trapping of H2O strongly limits water
loss for most values of pCO2 . First, we calculate the impactor energy required to moisten the
stratosphere for a given starting composition and surface temperature. We then compare
this value with the critical energy required for an impactor to cause substantial portions of
the atmosphere to be directly ejected to space. In the interests of getting an upper limit
on water loss, we ignore the potential for ice-rich impactors to deliver H2O directly to the
surface.
We assume that for an impactor of given mass and velocity, a portion εEK of the total
kinetic energy EK per unit planetary surface area will be used to directly heat the atmosphere
(Fig. 15). Accounting for the sensible and latent enthalpy Esens and Elat, the total energy
of an atmosphere per unit surface area can be written as
Etot = Esens + Elat (23)
=
1
g
∫ psurf
0
(cpT + qvL) dp (24)
if we assume that the contribution of any condensed material is small and neglect the latent
heat of ‘incondensible’ components like N2 and CO2. Here cp is the mean constant-pressure
heat capacity and qv = (mv/m)fv is the mass mixing ratio of the condensable component
(H2O), with m the (local) mean molar mass of the atmosphere.
To the level of accuracy we are interested in, the initial atmospheric energy can be
approximated from (24) as
Etot = E0 ∼ cp,nTsurfpn,surf
g
+ Lpv(Tsurf )/g, (25)
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We now wish to calculate the threshold energy input necessary to push the atmosphere into
a moist stratosphere regime. As shown previously, the transition occurs when M ∼ 1, and
hence Esens,n ∼ Elat. Given an atmospheric energy just after impact of E1(M = 1), the
overall energy balance can be written
εEK = E1(M = 1)− E0 (26)
= 2Elat(T
∗
surf )−
cp,nTsurfpn,surf
g
− Lpv(Tsurf )
g
. (27)
GivenM = 1, from (18) we have the transcendental equation pv(T ∗surf )L = pn,surfcp,nT ∗surf .
This can be solved for T ∗surf for a given pn,surf by Newton’s method, assuming 100 % relative
humidity at the surface. This then allows EK to be calculated as a function of pn,surf and
Tsurf .
In Fig. 16, the minimum impactor radius rcrit required to cause a transition to the moist
regime is plotted vs. initial surface temperature Tsurf , for three CO2 partial pressures, as-
suming 100% energy conversion efficiency (ε = 1), a mean impactor density of ρi = 3 g cm
−3,
and an impact velocity equal to Earth’s escape velocity. For simplicity, N2 is neglected and
the Clausius-Clayperon equation is used for pv. Alongside this, the critical radius for erosion
of a significant portion of the atmosphere rerode is also shown. The latter quantity can be
defined as the radius required for removal of a tangent plane of the atmosphere (Ahrens
1993) such that
rerode =
(
3
4pi
ρa
ρi
H2s rp
) 1
3
(28)
where ρa and Hs are representative density and scale height values for the atmosphere and
rp is the planetary radius. In Fig. 15, we use surface values for ρa and Hs to get an upper
limit for rerode.
As can be seen, the critical erosion radius is significantly smaller than the radius required
to create a moist upper atmosphere except when the initial surface temperature is very close
to the value at whichM = 1. It is therefore almost impossible for atmospheres to be forced
into a moist stratosphere regime by impact heating without significant erosion also occurring.
Erosion will remove a fraction of the incondensible atmospheric component of order 1
4
Hs/rp,
and has the side-effect of also making it possible for smaller subsequent impactors to cause
erosion. Without any further calculation, it is therefore clear that impacts will only cause
substantial water loss if they also remove significant amounts of CO2 and/or N2 from the
planet’s atmosphere.
Interestingly, Genda and Abe (2005) argued that impact erosion on planets with oceans
may be quite efficient, because of the expansion of hot vaporised H2O and reduced shock
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impedance of liquid water compared to silicate materials. Clearly, if this mechanism reduced
atmospheric CO2 or N2 to extremely low levels post-formation on an ocean planet, water
loss could then become rapid, as described in Section 3.5. However, while ocean-enhanced
erosion may have been important for removing much of Earth’s primordial atmosphere when
it formed, it clearly allowed substantial amounts of N2 and CO2 to remain, as evidenced by
the significant total present-day inventories of these volatiles. For higher mass planets, it
is therefore still plausible that large volatile inventories remain in the period immediately
following the late stages of oligarchic growth.
3.7. Escape rate in moist stratosphere (M >> 1) limit
So far, we have only considered processes that affect water loss by modifying the satu-
ration of H2O at the cold trap. To complete the analysis, we now discuss constraints on the
rate of H escape when the cold-trapping of H2O in the stratosphere is no longer a limiting
factor. The first constraint we considered was the maximum possible photolysis rate of H2O.
We estimated this by calculating the integral
φphoto =
∫ λcut
0
Qy(λ)F (λ)dλ (29)
where F (λ) is the net stellar flux per unit area of the planet’s surface, Qy is the quantum
yield of the reaction H2O + hν → H + OH and8 λcut = 196 nm is the wavelength beyond
which UV absorption by H2O is negligible (see Fig. 12). For present-day values of the solar
UV spectrum we calculated φphoto = 2 × 1012 molecules cm−2 s−1. This corresponds to a
rapid water loss rate of 3.2 Earth oceans Gy−1, which would be even higher under elevated
XUV/UV flux conditions. We tested the dependence of this limit on the CO2 mixing ratio
in the upper atmosphere, but found that CO2 had little shielding effect when H2O was a
significant atmospheric component, because the cross-section of H2O is higher in the UV
region (see Figs. 12 and 17b).
Another limit on water loss in the saturated case can be found by considering the energy
budget of the upper atmosphere. Figure 17 shows the results of a calculation based on the
equations described in Section 2.3, with the exospheric temperature at each CO2 mixing ratio
value found by linear interpolation to solve (8) over a grid of values between 100 and 1000 K.
In this example, we assumed a pure CO2/H2O upper atmosphere and synthetic solar UV
8H2O also dissociates via H2O + hν → H2 + O(1D) and H2O + hν → 2 H + O(3P), but the yields from
these reactions are typically around two orders of magnitude lower.
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spectrum appropriate to the present day, with an efficiency factor of 0.15 included in the XUV
heating rate to incorporate photochemical and ionization effects (Kasting and Pollack 1983;
Chassefie`re 1996). As can be seen, the CO2 mixing ratio significantly affects the escape rate,
with the energetic H loss limit slightly below the photolysis limit for low homopause fCO2
values, but decreasing to much lower values when CO2 is a major constituent. Nonetheless,
because we neglect cooling due to H2O, the escape rates at low fCO2 values are probably
unrealistically high. Adiabatic cooling of the escaping H, which is also neglected, is also
important when the escape flux is high and would tend to cause lower values of φhydro than
are shown here. Experimentation with different assumptions for φhydro(Tbase), including a
conduction-free scheme that incorporates adiabatic cooling based on ?, indicated that the
value of fCO2 at which the escape rate begins to decrease to low values is likely overestimated
in our model (results not shown). Nonetheless, our calculated XUV-limited escape rate of
∼ 2.2× 1011 atoms cm−2 s−1 or ∼ 1× 1030 atoms s−1 is reasonably close to values found in
vertically resolved escape models that assume similar initial conditions (e.g., Erkaev et al.
(2013), Table 2). This indicates the ability of our approach to provide a basic upper limit
on water loss in the presence of additional radiative forcing from UV absorption and IR
emission.
When we increased the XUV/UV flux, the H escape rate rose correspondingly. The
exospheric temperature also rose somewhat, but the efficiency of escape cooling under our
isothermal wind assumption prevented it from exceeding 500 K even for a solar flux corre-
sponding to 0.1 Ga. Under these extreme conditions, the escape rates in the model exceeded
the photolysis limit even when CO2 was abundant at the homopause. This result can be
compared with the analysis of Kulikov et al. (2006), who calculated exospheric temperatures
in a dry Venusian atmosphere that included the effects of conduction but neglected energy
removal by atmospheric escape, and estimated that rapid hydrogen escape would occur for
XUV fluxes ∼ 70× present-day.
Our simple model allows several basic conclusions to be drawn regarding water loss in
the moist stratosphere limit. First in agreement with Kulikov et al. (2006), we find that
for planets receiving stellar fluxes that place them close to or over the runaway limit, such
as early Venus, H removal could probably have been rapid even if CO2 was abundant in
the atmosphere. However, planets with CO2-rich atmospheres around G-stars that receive
a similar stellar flux to Earth can only experience significant UV-powered water loss early
in their system’s lifetime. Around M-stars, XUV levels are elevated for much longer and
the stellar luminosity is essentially unvarying with time, so more escape may occur if water
vapour is abundant in the high atmosphere. The differences between G- and M-star cases
and implications for terrestrial exoplanets in general are discussed further in the following
section.
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4. Discussion
4.1. H2O loss rates vs. atmospheric CO2 pressure
To get an integrated view of water loss rates under a wide range of conditions, we used
(6) in combination with (13) and the calculations discussed in the previous sections. In cases
where the stellar flux was high enough to cause a runaway greenhouse, upper atmospheric
fH2O and fCO2 were calculated assuming a well mixed atmosphere and a total H2O inventory
of 1 Earth ocean for simplicity. The results in terms of Earth oceans per Gy are displayed in
Figure 18 as a function of time/orbital distance and atmospheric CO2. As can be seen, for
the G-star case, water loss is diffusion-limited (and low) until late in the Sun’s evolutionary
history, when surface temperatures increase sufficiently to allow a moist stratosphere at pCO2
values between 0.1 and 1 bar.
The fact that XUV and FUV fluxes decrease with time but total solar luminosity in-
creases with time makes water loss from Earth-like planets around G-stars particularly hard
to achieve. The faint young Sun effect causes strong limits on fH2O at the cold trap early on
for all values of pCO2 . However, by the time total luminosity has increased enough to allow
an H2O-rich stratosphere at moderate pCO2 values, the planet is near the runaway green-
house transition, and XUV and FUV fluxes have declined enough to make energy limitations
important. For Earth, this suggests that factors such as a weaker magnetic field in the early
Archean (Tarduno et al. 2010) are unlikely to have led to significant water loss compared to
the present-day ocean volume. Hence despite the advances in radiative transfer modelling
over the last few decades, the conclusions of Kasting and Ackerman (1986) remain essentially
valid.
Around M-stars, the lack of temporal variation in total solar luminosity means water
loss is most effective close to the inner edge of the habitable zone. However, the high and
unpredictable variability in the XUV/UV flux is also important. In Fig. 18b), the escape
rates are plotted assuming a synthetic UV spectrum appropriate to GJ 436, which is a
relatively quiet M3 star. Fig. 18c) shows results for the same case, except with the 122 nm
Lyman α emission line in the incident stellar spectrum scaled to the value for AU Mic, a
young and active M1 star (Linsky et al. 2013). As can be seen, Lyman α variability can
make a significant difference to water loss rates around M-stars both beyond and inside the
runaway greenhouse threshold. Nonetheless, because of the cold trap constraints discussed
in Section 3.3, high H2O loss is never achieved for planets receiving total fluxes much less
than that of Earth [approx. d > 0.17 AU in Fig. 18c)]. The only effective way to enhance
H2O photolysis rates in these cases would appear to be via decreases in the total atmospheric
non-condensible gas content.
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Taken together, these results suggest that rocky exoplanets in the habitable zone may
retain even a limited water inventory if they form with little H2O, which is clearly a positive
outcome from a habitability standpoint. Conversely, most planets that form with much more
H2O than Earth are unlikely to lose it via escape. Ocean planets may therefore be relatively
common in general, which, as we discuss in the next section, has important implications for
the search for exoplanet biosignatures.
For Venus, it might appear obvious from our calculations that the planet has always
been in a runaway state. Indeed, our clear-sky calculations suggest Earth itself receives close
to the limiting runaway flux at present, in agreement with the recent results of Goldblatt
et al. (2013) and Kopparapu et al. (2013). When the Solar System formed, Venus received a
solar flux ∼ 1.4 times that of Earth today, apparently placing it well inside the runaway limit.
However, our calculations neglect cloud radiative forcing and spatial variations in relative
humidity, both of which can have a major effect on the runaway threshold. Using the present-
day atmospheric CO2 inventory (92 bars) and a solar flux F = 0.72F0 appropriate to 4.4 Ga,
for early Venus we calculate that a negative radiative forcing of around 70 W m−2 is needed
to reach equilibrium surface temperatures of ∼320 K, at which point diffusion limits on H2O
escape are important. Hence while it is possible that clouds could have limited water loss
from an early CO2-dominated atmosphere, until their effects are understood in detail the
argument that Venus lost its water early via rapid hydrodynamic escape (Gillmann et al.
2009) remains entirely plausible.
4.2. Climate and habitability of waterworlds
As described in Section 1, a planet with no subaerial land by definition will no longer
experience land silicate weathering. For waterworlds, a large fraction of the total CO2
inventory would then be expected to reside in the atmosphere and ocean, unless seafloor
weathering were extremely effective9. Partitioning of CO2 between the atmosphere and
ocean depends on carbonate ion chemistry and hence on the ocean pH, but in the absence
9In cases where surface liquid H2O is a significant fraction of the planetary mass (>20-30 Earth oceans),
volatile outgassing can become suppressed by overburden pressure (Kite et al. 2009; Elkins-Tanton 2011),
and interior mechanisms involving clathrate hydrate formation may become important (Levi et al. 2013).
It is difficult to predict how the atmospheric CO2 inventory would behave in such circumstances without
further coupled atmosphere-interior modelling. However, some of the arguments in the Appendix relating
to atmosphere/ocean volatile partitioning would still be applicable in these situations.
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of major buffering effects from other species10, a large fraction of the total surface CO2
inventory would still remain in the atmosphere for a planet with 10 times Earth’s ocean
amount (see the Appendix for details). We have just shown that water loss rates in CO2-
rich atmospheres will be low for a wide range of conditions, so waterworlds could plausibly
remain stable throughout their history. In the context of future searches for biosignatures
on other planets [e.g., Kaltenegger et al. (2013)], therefore, it is interesting to consider the
potential differences in habitability that are likely when no subaerial land is present.
Aside from the presence of liquid water, the first major consideration for the survival of
life is surface temperature. If waterworlds do tend to have high atmospheric CO2 inventories,
those receiving an Earth-like stellar flux would have surface temperatures in the 350-450 K
range. The survival range for life on Earth is around 250 to 400 K (Kashefi and Lovley 2003),
so a waterworld could perhaps still remain marginally habitable by this criterion unless other
warming mechanisms were also present (see Figure 7).
Other constraints may come from the potential for life to emerge in the first place.
It has been argued that life on Earth originated in shallow ocean or coastal regions, with
evaporation cycles playing a key role in the development of a ‘primordial soup’ (Bada 2004).
Such a scenario would clearly be impossible on a planet with no exposed rock at the sur-
face. Another leading hypothesis for the origin of life on Earth posits that it occurred in
hydrothermal vents (specifically, in alkaline vents similar to the Lost City region in the
mid-Atlantic) (Russell et al. 1994; Kelley et al. 2005). However, even this mechanism could
become problematic if the ocean volume is so large that pressures at the seafloor are high
enough to inhibit outgassing (e.g., Lammer et al. 2009).
Finally, besides liquid water and an equable temperature range, all life on Earth requires
certain essential nutrients (the so-called ‘CHNOPS’ elements plus a variety of metals). In
the present-day oceans, net primary production is believed to be limited ultimately by the
availability of phosphorous in particular, which is delivered primarily by weathering of ex-
posed rock on the surface (Filippelli 2008). Photosynthetic life in the ocean is restricted to
the surface euphotic layer, but in the absence of a land source, elements like phosphorous,
iron and sulphur could only be supplied there from the ocean floor, at rates that are typi-
cally 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than comparable supply from the continents (Kharecha
et al. 2005). An Earth-like biosphere on a waterworld would therefore have a net primary
productivity that was several orders of magnitude lower than that of Earth today (see Fig-
10Ammonia is soluble and weakly basic in water, and hence could conceivably buffer ocean pH if it
was present in large enough quantities, but it is efficiently converted to N2 by photolysis in non-reducing
atmospheres.
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ure 19). Given the strong selection pressures that would be present in such a nutrient-poor
environment, it is conceivable that organisms dependent only on elements accessible from
the atmosphere could develop. Nonetheless, these general considerations hint at some of the
differences we should expect between land planets and ocean planets, as well as the subtlety
of the relationship between water and habitability in general. Rather than simply extrap-
olating Earth-like atmospheric conditions and biospheric productivity, future biosignature
studies should aim to investigate these issues in more detail.
4.3. Future work
There are a number of potential future research directions from this study. First, our
results clearly indicate the need for a greater understanding of how the crust and mantle of
Earth-like planets with high H2O inventories evolve. Here, we have focused on the atmo-
spheric component of the problem, but large uncertainties still remain regarding the exchange
of CO2 and H2O between a planet’s mantle and surface. For CO2, the high uncertainty in
the physics and chemistry of seafloor weathering currently limits our ability to extrapolate
Earth’s climate evolution to more general cases. This is a problem that would benefit greatly
from more detailed observational and experimental constraints. For H2O, partitioning be-
tween the surface and mantle is also still poorly understood (Hirschmann 2006), although
it has been hypothesized that if Earth’s ocean volume was lower, it would increase to the
present value due to a feedback involving the ridge axis hydrothermal circulation (Kasting
and Holm 1992). If an (as yet unidentified) negative crust-mantle feedback also operates
in the other direction, our conclusions regarding the potential abundance of ocean planets
could require revision.
Regarding climate modeling, an obvious extension of this work is to examine the role of
clouds and relative humidity variations in detail using a 3D climate model. For tidally locked
planets around M-stars, in particular, the differences in the 3D case could be significant, be-
cause the nonlinear dependence of f trapH2O on stellar forcing means that the planet’s dayside
stratosphere could be much more humid than a global mean calculation would suggest. We
plan to assess the differences caused by the transition to 3D in future work. GCMs are also
able to tackle cloud effects more accurately in principle, although as we have mentioned,
uncertainties in sub-gridscale processes and cloud microphysics are not removed by 3D mod-
eling. Selected numerical experiments using cloud-resolving models, perhaps combined with
direct laboratory experiments on cloud microphysics under a range of non-Earth-like condi-
tions, would be a valuable way to gain insight in future. Nonetheless, despite the uncertain-
ties, the fact that clouds cool over most conditions relative to the clear-sky case means that
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they are unlikely to affect the robustness of our general conclusions here.
Observationally, we are still some way from being able to characterize low mass exoplan-
ets of the type we have discussed, although the state of the art is advancing rapidly (Bean
et al. 2010; Croll et al. 2011; Kreidberg et al. 2013). Both JWST and ESA’s planned EChO
mission will be able to perform spectroscopic analysis of the atmospheres of nearby transiting
super-Earths, which at minimum will allow the major optically active species in their atmo-
spheres to be identified. However, to distinguish planets with volatile-rich atmospheres and
high surface temperatures from more Earth-like cases, characterization of absorber abun-
dances and surface pressures will be a key challenge. This can be done by transmission
spectroscopy, in principle, as long as the planet’s atmosphere is clear enough in the vis-
ible at short wavelengths to allow identification of the spectral Rayleigh scattering slope
(Benneke and Seager 2012). Another promising approach that is valid for non-transiting
planets is spectral phase curve analysis (Selsis et al. 2011), although the demands on instru-
mental sensitivity with this method are stringent. In the long term, detailed observational
tests of planetary water loss theories will be best achieved via revival of NASA and ESA’s
TPF/Darwin exoplanet characterization missions.
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A. Ocean / atmosphere partitioning of CO2 on water-rich planets
To calculate the fraction of CO2 stored in the ocean for a given atmospheric partial
pressure, we calculated the chemical equilibria of the CO2-carbonate-bicarbonate system,
assuming contact with an infinite calcium carbonate reservoir following the methodology
described in Pierrehumbert (2010). Chemical equations
CO2(aq) + H2O
 HCO−3 + H+ (A1)
HCO−3 
 CO2−3 + H+ (A2)
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and
CaCO3(s)
 Ca2+ + CO2−3 (A3)
were solved for a given pH by Newtonian iteration using the corresponding charge balance
equation. Ocean CO2(aq) was related to atmospheric pCO2 via Henry’s Law. Equilibrium and
constants and their temperature dependencies were calculated from data in Tables 8.1 and
8.2 of Pierrehumbert (2010), while for the Henry’s Law coefficient, data from Carroll et al.
(1991) was used. Finally, the ratio of atmospheric to ocean carbon content was calculated
as
RC = KHNCO2(g)
pCO2NH2O(l)
1
1 +K1[H
+]
−1
+K1K2[H
+]
−2 (A4)
with K1(T ) and K2(T ) the equilibrium constants of (A1) and (A2), respectively, KH(T )
Henry’s constant for CO2, and NH2O(l) and NCO2(g) the total number of moles of H2O in
the ocean and CO2 in the atmosphere, respectively. The latter quantity was calculated as a
function of pCO2 and Tsurf using the atmospheric code described in the main text. Figure 20
shows RC as a function of pCO2 for various ocean temperatures, for a hypothetical super-
Earth exoplanet with g = 15.0 m s−2, total ocean amount 10 × that of Earth and radius
rP = 1.3rE.
As can be seen, RC increases rapidly with pCO2 in all cases, increasing to over 0.1 for
pCO2 > 0.25 bar at Tsurf = 300 K despite the increased ocean volume. RC also significantly
increases with temperature for all pCO2 values. This is primarily because KH (and hence
CO2 solubility) decreases with temperature, limiting the total amount of inorganic carbon
the ocean can hold. This effect may be important for ocean planet climates in general: given
the dependence of ocean temperatures on atmospheric CO2 via the greenhouse effect, this
should lead to a positive feedback on ocean planets between pCO2 and Tsurf , which clearly
will have a destabilizing effect. Because the solubility of many significant greenhouse gases
decreases with temperature in water over wide ranges, similar positive feedbacks involving
other gases could also be significant on ocean planets.
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Fig. 1.— Schematic atmospheric temperature profile with the main processes influencing
water photolysis and hydrogen loss in terrestrial planetary atmospheres indicated alongside.
Transport of H2O from the surface to upper atmosphere is limited by the cold trap. Hydrogen
loss rates are controlled by the temperature of the upper atmosphere, which is primarily
dependent on a balance between XUV and FUV absorption, IR emission, and the energy
carried away by escaping particles.
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Fig. 2.— a) Temperature and b) H2O volume mixing ratio vs. altitude for tests with fixed
stratospheric temperature, 1 bar background N2 and no CO2. Profiles finish at a minimum
pressure level pmin = 1 Pa.
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Fig. 3.— a) OLR as a function of surface temperature for various CO2 dry volume mixing
ratios, with fixed Tstrat = 200 K, 100% relative humidity, and Earth gravity and present-day
atmospheric nitrogen inventory. b, c) Corresponding planetary albedo for G- and M-star
incident spectra, respectively.
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Fig. 4.— a) High-resolution absorption data for CO2 (red) and H2O (gray) used to create
correlated-k coefficients for the radiative transfer calculations. Data shown are for pure gas
absorption at 400 K and 0.1 bar. The H2O continuum [as defined in Pierrehumbert (2010)]
is indicated by the dashed black lines. b) Normalised blackbody emission at T = 400 K and
5800 K (dashed and dotted lines, respectively).
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Fig. 5.— a) Temperature profile, b) radiative heating rates and c) flux gradients for an
atmosphere with Earth’s present day N2 inventory, CO2 dry volume mixing ratio of 0.7,
solar forcing of 0.85F0, RH=1.0, Tsurf = 350 K and fixed Tstrat = 200 K. The curves in b)
and c) are related by dT
dt
= −dF
dz
/ρcp, with ρ and cp as defined in the main text.
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Fig. 6.— a) Temperature profiles and b) H2O volume mixing ratios for the same atmospheric
composition as in Fig. 5. Red solid (blue dashed) curves are for cases where departure from
the moist adiabat was inhibited (permitted) in the low atmosphere (below 0.2 bar). The
black horizontal lines and text on the left indicate atmospheric regions for the blue dashed
curve.
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Fig. 7.— (left) Surface temperature and (right) cold-trap H2O volume mixing ratio as
a function of surface CO2 partial pressure for a range of incident solar fluxes. Cases a-c)
are for simulations where a fixed stratospheric temperature of 200 K was assumed, where
the temperature profile was fixed below 0.2 bar but evolved freely above, and where the
entire atmospheric temperature profile evolved freely, respectively. In the latter case, strong
temperature inversions formed near the surface due to shortwave H2O absorption.
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Fig. 8.— a) OLR, ASR and b) OLR - ASR for an atmosphere with three thermal equilibria
(two stable solutions shown by crosses, one unstable solution shown by the circle). For this
example, F = 1.025F0 and the CO2 dry volume mixing ratio was 100 ppm.
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Fig. 9.— Condensible to non-condensible mass mixing ratio at the cold-trap αv,trap vs.
αv,surf/Tsurf according to (15), for a range of Tsurf values and Tstrat = 200 K. The transition
to a moist stratosphere occurs for a narrow range of αv,surf/Tsurf values centered around
cp,n/L (dashed line). The behaviour of αv,trap in the limits αv,surf →∞ and αv,surf → 0 (for
Tsurf = 450 K) are shown by the dotted lines.
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Fig. 10.— Surface temperature as a function of non-condensible surface partial pressure
pn,surf (N2 and CO2) given a solar flux F = 0.9F0 (solid line) and assuming fixed Tstrat =
200 K. The dashed line shows the M = 1 temperature limit derived from (21). The initial
rapid increase of Tsurf with pn,surf occurs due to the addition of CO2 in small quantities to
an initially N2-dominated atmosphere.
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Fig. 11.— a-b) As for Figure 7b-c), but assuming an M-star incident spectrum. In cases
where no data is shown, an equilbrium solution was not found for any surface temperature
between 250 and 500 K.
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Fig. 12.— CO2 and H2O absorption cross-sections in the UV used in the model, as a function
of wavelength.
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Fig. 13.— a) Surface temperature and b) stratospheric H2O volume mixing ratio as a
function of surface CO2 partial pressure, for simulations with varying surface gravity and
total atmospheric nitrogen content.
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Fig. 14.— Radiative effects of clouds for an atmosphere with the same composition, temper-
ature profile and stellar forcing as shown in Fig. 5. a) Longwave and b) shortwave radiative
forcing vs. the clear-sky case as a function of H2O cloud particle radius, for a single layer
with 100% coverage and opacity τ = 1.0 at 1.5 µm.
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Fig. 15.— Schematic of the effect of an impact on a planet with a dense atmosphere. Some
of the impactor kinetic energy is used to convert surface condensate material (here, liquid
water) to vapour in the atmosphere. If the impactor radius is large enough, this may heat the
atmosphere enough to moisten the stratosphere and allow transitory periods of rapid H2O
photolysis. However, large impactors will also cause substantial amounts of the atmosphere
to be ejected to space.
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Fig. 16.— Critical impactor radius necessary to cause transition to a M = 1 moist strato-
sphere regime assuming 100% energy conversion efficiency (solid lines), and to cause signifi-
cant atmospheric erosion to space (dashed lines). Colors indicate the partial pressure of the
incondensible gas (assumed 100% CO2 here for simplicity). Crosses at the base of the plot
indicate the temperature T ∗surf at which M = 1. The increase of the critical erosion radius
with Tsurf is due to its dependence on the scale height of the atmosphere.
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Fig. 17.— Hydrogen (H) escape rate as a function of CO2 volume mixing ratio (molar
concentration) for a CO2/H2O atmosphere under G-class stellar insolation with Sun-like
XUV/UV spectrum.
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Fig. 18.— a) Water loss rate as a function of surface CO2 partial pressure and time for an
Earth-like planet around a G-star at 1 AU. Water loss rate as a function of surface CO2
partial pressure and orbital distance for an Earth-like planet around b) a moderately active
M3 class star (GJ 436) and c) a star with elevated Lyman-α emission. White crosses / circles
indicate data points where escape was energy / photolysis rate limited, respectively. The
solid black line indicates the contour for a loss rate of 1 Earth ocean Gy−1.
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Fig. 19.— Schematic of processes affecting climate and biospheric productivity on a hypo-
thetical Earth-like planet with oceans deep enough to cover the entire surface.
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Fig. 20.— Ratio between total atmosphere and ocean inorganic carbon as a function of
surface temperature and CO2 partial pressure, for a predominately rocky super-Earth with
10 times Earth’s surface liquid water content, surface gravity 15 m s−2 and radius 1.3rE.
